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1. JOB DETAILS 

 

 

 

DEPARTMENT:  Marine Engineering 

Marine Maintenance Manager 

 

 JOB PURPOSE 

To plan, design, specify, co-ordinate and supervise the procurement, modification,

refitting, routine maintenance and defect rectification for the Marine Services Manager

flotilla of craft and other PLA plant, equipment,  machinery  and systems,  both afloat and 

shore based, ensuring maximum availability and safety, within operational and financial 

constraints. To provide technical expertise and advice to PLA officers in conjunction with, 

or in the absence, of the M&E Engineer. To deputise for the Marine Engineering 

Superintendent (Harbour Service) and the Marine Maintenance Manager in their absence. 

 JOB DIMENSIONS 

 

Capital maintenance £ 250K (prime) 
 

 

 

 

5 KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE 

A professional Incorporated Engineer (IEng), educated to degree level in a relevant
electro/mechanical engineering discipline, with at least five years appropriate experience.
Alternatively a relevant engineering qualification with a minimum of ten years appropriate 
experience. A background of effective, pragmatic and 'hands on' management, with 
broad experience and sound knowledge of marine and general engineering practice. A self-
sufficient understanding of ship and boat construction, over the wide range of materials and 
processes required, typical problems that arise and structural and stability issues these bring. 
At least five years experience providing engineering services and project management 
within the marine industry, at an appropriately senior level (deputy department head). A well-
developed ability to communicate to all levels, both orally and in writing. 

Must be fully conversant with appropriate British Standards, MCA, IMO and Lloyd's rules and
regulations.  A  good  level of computer  literacy  is essential (especially  the operation, 
configuration and use of specialist software, associated with engineering support and stores
accounting processes), as is a comprehension of proper financial control. The Job Holder must 
be independent and confident, in manner, and robust and assertive, in the interests of the PLA,

 

4 ORGANISATION CHART ATTACHED 
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6 KEY ACCOUNTABILITIES 

• Initiate, direct and co-ordinate servicing, the planned maintenance and defect rectification for 
the Marine Service Manager’s flotilla of vessels and other PLA machinery and systems, both 
afloat and shore based. These functions to be scheduled in conjunction with appropriate 
operational managers and completed in accordance with appropriate HSE, MCA and 
Classification society regulations, ensuring safety of personnel and property and the 

availability of PLA and TOSCA vessels, on a 24-hourly basis. 

• Investigate all reported defective or faulty equipment, machinery and installations, identifying 
the causal problems and operational ramifications, then develop and implement all 
necessary solutions, to prevent damage to property and risk to safety of both the PLA 
staff and/or the public. Ensure all solutions are cost effective, practical, sustainable and 
within budgetary constraints, whilst achieving maximum levels of equipment availability for 
the operators. 

• Using traditional survey techniques and analysis of each vessel's history, devise 
innovative solutions and, using new technology where beneficial, formulate refit 
specifications in conjunction with the operators requirements. Co-ordinate refit tenders, 
from external ship yards. Identify the winning tender, using through-life costs and best 
value for money as the principal maxims. Prepare and submit relevant contractual and 
financial documentation e.g. capital/major maintenance expenditure proposal forms. 
Manage refit projects, for each vessel, specifying and procuring "PLA supplied" items and 
services, at the most advantageous price, and gaining MCA approval for changes and 
equipment, as appropriate to the vessel's task. 

• Organise and control the statutory examination and testing of all PLA lifting gear, lifting 
appliances and pressure vessels and systems, to ensure safety of personnel and 
compliance with regulatory requirements. 

• Using initiative and judgement, evaluate operational requirements  and, in conjunction with 
the Engineering Workshop Supervisor, direct, co-ordinate and motivate the Marine 
Engineering Technicians, Trainee Technicians and Apprentices, to ensure that work is 
correctly prioritised and carried out. Control overtime working, to ensure the most 
economical use of resources and decide, when appropriate, to engage contract labour. 
Oversee contractors to ensure safety at work, that correct engineering standards are 
maintained and that costs are controlled. 

• In support of the Marine Maintenance Manager, devise and organise a training scheme 
to ensure continual professional development of all grades of Marine engineering staff. 
Assist with the recruitment, retention and training of suitable candidates, arranging and 
controlling specialist courses for vocational training. Provide an 'open door' facility for all 
Marine Engineering staff to make their ideas, views and concerns, both professional and 
personal, known to the management. 

• Determine and co-ordinate, in conjunction with the Engineering Stores Assistant, the 
optimum levels of engineering spare parts for the flotilla, to support operational availability 
within sensible budgetary limitations, keeping abreast of manufacturers' and suppliers' 
abilities to support their products, and using manufactures 'service exchange' facilities, 
when available. Identify sources of supply that provide quality alternatives to OEM parts, 
at advantageous prices. Raise and sanction stores demands and contracts, as required, 
within the authorised level of delegation, currently £10,000 per item. 

• Contribute to the development of broader management strategy and practice, as a member 
of the PLA management strategic development group. 

• Any other duties deemed necessary and within your capabilities by the M&E Engineer. 
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12. JOB HOLDER’S RECEIPT 
 

 Name: __________________________       Date:  ___________________ 

 

       Signed: _________________________      Date: _____________________ 

 
 

11. AUTHORISATION DETAILS 
 

 Prepared by: __________________________       Date: 

 

       Authorised by: _________________________      Date: 

7 COMMUNICATIONS AND WORKING RELATIONSHIPS 
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10     HEALTH & SAFETY 
 

All staff are responsible for complying with rules and regulations governing 
employment by the PLA, and are obliged to assist the PLA to comply with all statutory 
and regulatory provisions, including a duty of care for their own health and that of 
others. 

 
You will be tested for alcohol and drugs in all cases where you have had any 
involvement in a workplace accident or in any incident that has caused or could have 
caused a danger to health or safety. Testing will also be carried out where 
management has grounds to believe or suspect that you may be under the influence 
of alcohol or drugs. This is known as ‘with cause’ drug or alcohol testing 

 
Random alcohol and drug testing will be carried out on all members of staff. 

 


